Differential mechanisms governing segregation of a univalent in oocytes and spermatocytes of Drosophila melanogaster.
In tricomplex heterozygotes in Drosophila melanogaster three metacentric autosomes (the TRI chromosomes) appear as a trivalent in meiosis while one autosome consisting of two homologous arms attached to the same centromere (a compound) behaves as an obligatory univalent. Cytological analysis of meiosis of tri-complex heterozygotes indicates that in oocytes the univalent compound behaves non-independently in relation to segregation of the trivalent. The compound is distributed preferentially to the same pole as one TRI chromosome. In spermatocytes the compound is distributed at random. In some oocytes the directed segregation is shown to be due to a disjunctional interaction between the compound and one partner of the trivalent at the same time as the other two chromosomes of the trivalent are separating from each other. The basic difference between the segregational mechanisms in the two sexes is discussed with a review of evidence indicating that in males segregation is determined by physical linkage that produces a stable orientation of the homologues at metaphase I. On the other hand, both genetic and cytological evidence indicate that in females a physical linkage (a chiasma) is non-essential for maintenance of co-orientation and stability after the onset of prometaphase. Genetic and cytological evidence support the hypothesis that disjunction is predetermined by non-random arrangement of the centromeric regions of chromosomes in the chromocentre - a suprachromosomal organization characteristic of maturing oocytes.